
Reconstructive 
Memory



Unreliability of Memory (review)

Schemas- representations, forms, outlines or models

Schemas influence memory processes at all stages
● Encoding
● Retrieval

Affects retrieval or non-retrieval of memory



Unreliability of Memory

Distortion-  the alteration of the original shape of memory
Recalling memories that did not happen
Misremembering details about something that did happen



Theory of Reconstructive 
Memory

Memory is not a passive retrieval

Memory is an active and reconstructive process

Reconstruct means to build memory again



Loftus and Palmer (1974)

Eyewitness testimony- how reliable is eyewitness memory?

Experiment 1 - 45 students, 5 groups show video of car 

crash

Asked how fast cars were going using different verbs.



Loftus and Palmer (1974)

Response bias- unsure how to respond, verb used elicits 
higher response
Memory change- verb actually changes the memory of crash



Loftus and Palmer (1974)

Experiment 2- 150 participants, 3 groups
“Smash”, “Hit” and control group (not asked speed)

1 week later asked if they remembered seeing broken glass

Smash 32% said yes
Hit: 14% said yes

Control: 12% said yes
Conclusion: verbiage caused memory change, not bias



Two Kinds of Memory Info

Perception- information taken in during the event

Post-event- external information after the fact

Two sources are integrated and inseparable in our mind



Recognition vs. Recall

Recognition- recognizing a stimulus as something that 
you have already seen (ie. multiple choice questions)

Recall- the absence of a stimulus (ie. open response)



Misleading Information

How reliable is reconstructive memory in the presence of 
misleading information?

Is is possible that police interrogations and/or conflicting 
testimony affect memory?



Loftus, Miller and Burns (1978)

195 students - shown 30 colour slides of stages of accident

Image and Question aligned for half the subjects

46%  of Mislead group correctly recalled scene

75% of Aligned group correctly recalled scene



Response Bias Explanation

McCloskey & Zaragoza (1985) Similar task, different story

Misleading info (wrench) did not change original memory, it 
filled in a memory gap. Absence of misleading info, subjects 
performed the same



Yuille and Cutshall (1986)

Naturalistic Observation study
Higher ecological validity- not lab setting
Lower internal validity- due to confouding variables

Studied people who had witnessed a robbery and shootout 
months afterwards.

Conclusion: misleading questions had little impact on recall



Yuille and Cutshall (1986)

Flashbulb memory- an incident accompanied by a 
strong emotional reaction 

This may have an effect on reconstruction of memory 
different from “regular” memories.



Summation

Eyewitness testimony research has sparked a lot of debate

History of contradictory research, a common occurrence

Continued research sheds a light on flaws in court practices 

and reliability of memory as a cognitive process.


